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FOR SALE

Wade Drive 
Price:  USD 626,000

Location:  Stann Creek District

Bedrooms:  4

MLS Number: H1011

Built up size:  3,104.00 Sq Ft

This 3-unit sanctuary with 4 bedrooms and 5 baths in total, sits in
the popular community of Maya beach. Surrounded by upscale
custom homes, it sits directly on the canal which allows you a
private boat mooring and ease of access to the Caribbean Sea. The
expansive covered private terrace presents lagoon and maya
mountain views which you will enjoy while BBQ and relaxing in one
of the lounge areas with a glass of wine at sunset. A brand new 13 x
9 pool is perfectly situated to watch the many varieties of birds and
wildlife in this tranquil haven. Beautiful and uniquely fenced, gated,
and landscaped with various pergolas, water elements and awnings
creating gathering areas. Also providing additional security and
privacy for you, your guests, and pets. The soft trickling sound of
water greets you at the entry to the main home, large windows and
wide opening doors bring the outdoors to brighten the space just
enough to keep it cool. The home has nearly been remodeled from
the core, it was done with a great deal of thought and care to
repurpose original wood, elements, and structures. You will have
fun as you walk through and notice the artistic detail and design
created making this home unique and one of a kind with the utmost
style and sought ideas. Most appliances, lighting and plumbing
features have been imported, some from South America and some
from other parts of the world. The living room overflows to outdoor
sitting areas and has a nice size quest bathroom. The kitchen flows
off the living room is large with a great deal of counter space
allowing for multiple prep areas. Expanding doors to the outside
and a gorgeous barn door inside to separate the indoor living area
offering more formal living. The kitchen also has a sitting area
around the island for guests while you entertain. The stylized stairs
off the living room escort you up to a landing foyer ideal for a quiet
reading and art gallery. Off the upstairs landing you will find 2
hallways, one leads to a on-suite nice size bedroom and bathroom,
the other hall takes you to the grand master suite offering a
stunning bath and ample closet space. Views of the gardens and
sunsets can be enjoyed as well from many of these spaces. A
separate building to the rear of the property and next to the canal
houses 2 one-bedroom studio units, both with kitchens, full baths
including walk-in showers and individual outdoor sitting areas
allowing for separation and privacy. Each unit is designed with
modern style and the continued trend of repurposing like the main
home. They can be rented for long term or short term; they are
equipped to accommodate both. Sit back and enjoy passive income
on these 2 beautiful rental units. This property is unique and a
must-see property, fashioned for the entertaining type but who also
enjoys nature and times of solitude.
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